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Summary

GET is an action learning program to develop a common understanding of the challenges and 
opportunities arising from the Swiss energy transition. Such an approach welcomes the confrontation of 
controversial opinions through critical discussion. As such, GET is also a continuous learning exercise that 
extends beyond the classroom. This document contains the summary of the module and additional 
recommended reading. The additional readings are intended for those who are interested in diving a little 
deeper into the topic and could be useful as input for critical reflection of the module.



Modules
A EU, Network Regulation and Future Market Design 03/04 Sep 2020 SFOE/Ittigen

B Multi-Level Governance and Managing the Change 12/13 Nov 2020 Online/Zoom

C Specificities of the Swiss Energy Transition 11/12 Jan 2021 Online/Zoom

D Business Models for the Energy Future 03/04 May 2021 Online/Zoom

E Urban Energy Transition Management 25/26 May 2021
Eniwa/Aarau 

Empa/Dübendorf

F Social Acceptance of Renewables 10/11 June 2021 HSG/St.Gallen

Excursion/site visits 2 days tbd

Impact project 2 days individual

Topics

Social
− Social acceptance/Climate strike
− Governance in different contexts

Business/Economic
− Future market design/Flexibility markets
− Innovative business models
− Financing the system change

Technical
− Smart City/District energy solutions
− Sustainable building technologies
− Energy efficiency
− Transition in Mobility

Regulatory
− Network and market regulation
− CH/EU-Power Agreement
− European Green Deal

Key dimensions of
the energy transition

#E-world

#Nant de Drance

#P2G: STORE&GO

#Forsthaus

#NEST#move

#REMforum

#Erlifeld (district energy solution)



Content
Monday 03 May Tuesday 04 May

08.45–09.00 Online-Chat 08.45–09.00 Online-Chat

09.00–09.05
Welcome
Dr. Christian Opitz | HSG 09.00–09.05

Day recap
Dr. Christian Opitz | HSG

09.05–10.00
Session 1: Motivation and basics
Dr. Christian Opitz | HSG
− Megatrends driving new business 

models
09.05–10.00

Session 3: Selected business models 
for the energy future
Dr. Edgar Fleissner | Fleissner & Partner
− Decentralized energy systems

10.00–10.15 Coffee break 10.00–10.15 Coffee break

10.15–11.15 Dr. Christian Opitz | HSG
− Fundamentals of business models 

development

10.15–11.15 Lukas von Känel | Energie Zukunft 
Schweiz
− Billing solutions for self-

consumption of solar power

11.15–11.30 Coffee break 11.15–11.30 Coffee break

11.30–12.30
Session 2: The Entrepreneurial Mindset
Maria Luisa Fuchs | HSG
− Profiling: Finding the best problem-

solution fit
(Focus: Customer)

11.30–12.30 Hansjörg Sidler | Siemens
− Energy performance contracting

12.30–14.00 Lunch break 12.30–14.00 Lunch break

14.00–15.00 Maria Luisa Fuchs | HSG
− Prototyping: Creating a worth-

buying product that fits the market 
(Focus: Product)

14.00–15.00 Christian Fejér | Engie
− Overview of business models 

driving the German energy market

15.00–15.15 Coffee break 15.00–15.15 Coffee break

15.15–16.15 Maria Luisa Fuchs | HSG
− Sourcing: Defining the necessary 

resources for a top execution 
(Focus: Teams)

15.15–16.15 Maxine Ghavi | Hitachi ABB
− Microgrids, Energy Storage and 

Grid Edge Solutions 

16.15–16.45 Online-Cocktail
16.15–16.30

Wrap-up and outlook
Dr. Christian Opitz | HSG



Summary
Session 1: Motivation and basics

Megatrends driving new business models
Dr. Christian Opitz | Head of Competence Centre Energy Management (ior/cf-HSG) | University 

of St.Gallen

− Trend-based strategy development as a method that helps to make plans in an unpredictable 
world

− Classic strategy development process adapted with a special focus on trends as external 
factors that are taken into account

− Different elements of the future, depending on the spectrum of knowledge and the spectrum 
of change, e.g., trends as directed changes based partly on facts and partly on beliefs and 
subjective views

− Motivation for dealing with trends: The earlier risks and/or opportunities are identified, the 
greater the scope for (counter)measures

− Evaluation of trends in strategy development using the trend-matrix

Fundamentals of business models development
Dr. Christian Opitz | Head of Competence Centre Energy Management (ior/cf-HSG) | University of 

St.Gallen

− Definition of the term «business model»:
− Different definitions, but common dimensions in various business model approaches
− Example «Business Model Canvas» and its elements: Customer segments, value 

proposition, channels, customer relationship, revenue streams, resources, activities, 
partners, and cost structure

− Example «Business Model Triangle» and its elements: Customers (Who?), value 
proposition (What?), value chain (How?), and yield mechanism (Value?)

− Business model development process: Different processes to face e.g. upcoming needs, new 
technologies, etc., and to consider them in the (new) business model

− Business model innovation:
− Increases the value of a product or service or lower their costs and therefore creates a 

competitive advantage
− Changes at least two of the dimensions (Who? What? How? Value?)
− With the help of 55+ business model patterns: Which business model patterns have the 

potential to radically change the energy industry? To what extent do the relevant 
business model patterns change a currently existing business model? Which of the four 
dimensions are changed by this?

Megatrends driving new business models
Dr. Christian Opitz | Head of Competence Centre Energy Management (ior/cf-HSG) | University 

of St.Gallen

Fundamentals of business models development
Dr. Christian Opitz | Head of Competence Centre Energy Management (ior/cf-HSG) | University 

of St.Gallen



Summary
Session 2: The Entrepreneurial Mindset

− St.Galler Startup NavigatorTM as a dynamic method understood as a spinning wheel (never 
ending story) to create a business model

Profiling: Finding the best problem-solution fit (Focus: Customer)
Maria Luisa Fuchs | Entrepreneurship Coach | University of St.Gallen 
Profiling: Finding the best problem-solution fit (Focus: Customer)
Maria Luisa Fuchs | Entrepreneurship Coach | University of St.Gallen

− From your motivation as an entrepreneur, you will develop a unique solution to the problem 
of the target customer in order to complete his jobs and solve his problems in the best 
possible way

− Motivation:
− Starting point of every consideration: Why are you doing the things you are doing?
− This motivation guides you through the entire process of the business model 

development
− Problem:

− Without a problem, there is no entrepreneurial opportunity
− Therefore, you need to find a great problem worth solving and define its characteristics

− Customer:
− To be able to describe a problem, you must specify for whom you want to solve it
− So, what is your (primary) customer and user segment that unlocks the most potential 

for your business?
− Remember: the customer does not necessarily have to equal the user

− Jobs: In order to find the best solution for the customers’ problem, you need to know what 
jobs your customers are trying to get done (example: «Milkshake»)



Summary
Prototyping: Creating a worth-buying product that fits the market (Focus: Product)
Maria Luisa Fuchs | Entrepreneurship Coach | University of St.Gallen

− If you have previously identified a problem which is worth solving (problem-solution fit), you 
now need a product that is worth buying

− Product/Service:
− What bundle of products and services do you offer to your customers?
− In order to offer a complete system, create your product ecosystem and visualize it; 

include all your physical products (e.g., shoes, food), intangible goods (e.g., platform, app) 
or/and services – consider all services that your product includes (e.g., support, 
assistance)

− Value Proposition:
− What kind of value do you create for your customers with your products and services?
− The value proposition consists of emotions and impressions that the customer associates 

with the product; therefore, brainstorm a list of keywords that describe your solution and 
are the answer to the pain points and furthermore, express the added value and benefits 
of your solution in characteristics

− Go to Market:
− How do you get your (first) customer to buy your product and use your service?
− Remember: Your first sale does not have to offer your finished product, but should 

include above all a call to action! («Fake it till you make it»)

Sourcing: Defining the necessary resources for a top execution (Focus: Teams)
Maria Luisa Fuchs | Entrepreneurship Coach | University of St.Gallen

− Team Roles and Competencies:
− Success is a team thing – good teams have similar interests but different abilities
− Remember: Heterogeneous teams with different competences have more potential than 

homogeneous teams («The whole is greater than the sum of its parts»)
− Network and Partners:

− Sketch out your current network! Who matters?
− Consider your contacts as an extended arm of your team, since your network offers 

additional competences, capacities and means
− Co-Creation:

− Finally, there is one question left: How can you combine your competencies and your 
network to create value?

− Successful entrepreneurs know – consciously or unconsciously – their personal strengths 
and means inventory, their own identity (Who am I? What motivates me? What are my 
preferences?), their competencies (What can I or we do? Knowledge, skills and 
experience) and their network (Who do I know?)

Prototyping: Creating a worth-buying product that fits the market (Focus: Product)
Maria Luisa Fuchs | Entrepreneurship Coach | University of St.Gallen 

Sourcing: Defining the necessary resources for a top execution (Focus: Teams)
Maria Luisa Fuchs | Entrepreneurship Coach | University of St.Gallen 



Summary
Session 3: Selected business models for the energy future

Decentralised energy systems
Dr. Edgar Fleissner | Managing Director | Fleissner & Partner

− Basic ideas for generating growth across the entire value chain of decentralized energy 
systems:
− Best use of market opportunities
− Anticipate customer needs
− Implement innovative technologies
− Avoid or mitigate entrepreneurial risks e.g. stranded investments
− Build on typical strengths of local energy companies
− Share knowledge amongst peer group
− Benefit from economies of scale
− Minimize business development effort through joint solutions and strengthen the 

independence of energy companies in the local market!
− Conclusion on a recent case study for small and medium-sized local energy companies:

− From the third year on, earnings for the involved local energy companies turn positive
− The results are determined by market potential; the higher the business volume, the 

greater the profitability
− With close cooperation, considerable synergy effects can be used; e.g. shared use of IT 

systems, marketing documents, bundled purchasing, etc.
− Integration of local business is a crucial success factor

Billing solutions for self-consumption of solar power
Lukas von Känel | Energie Zukunft Schweiz

− The concept of self-consumption consists of three elements:
− Self-Consumption: When the sun is shining, the produced solar power is directly 

consumed within the building
− Feed-in: Excess solar power is fed into the grid and renumerated by the local energy 

utility
− Grid-Consumption: The energy utility provides consumers with additional electricity 

when the consumption is higher than the PV-production
− Four different operation models:

− Concept 1: «Common electricity»
− Concept 2: «Single tenant»
− Concept 3: «Utility model»
− Concept 4: «ZEV/RCP»

− Billing solutions for self-consumption:
− Number of providers for billing solutions is rapidly growing – both energy utilities and 

specialized companies
− Noticeable shift towards ZEV – energy utilities move away from utility models
− Solutions for ZEV are often combined with other services, e.g., e-mobility, load 

management, billing of heating/water, etc.

Decentralized energy systems
Dr. Edgar Fleissner | Managing Director | Fleissner & Partner

Billing solutions for self-consumption of solar power
Lukas von Känel | Energie Zukunft Schweiz



Summary
Energy performance contracting
Hansjörg Sidler | Siemens

− Financial Model: Short and long term benefits
− Investment compensated in 4 to 10 years
− Cash neutral solution with guaranteed savings
− Replacement of obsolete and inefficient equipment 
− Guaranteed reduced CO2 emissions
− Improvement of operating conditions: temperature, humidity, lighting, etc.
− Improved reliability
− Easier and improved maintenance

− The concept of ESC in rental properties: Investments covered by savings

Overview of business models driving the German energy market
Christian Fejér | Engie

− Business model innovation involves finding new ways to create, deliver and capture value for 
clients

− Examples from Germany:
− «Change your portfolio and talk about it» (power)
− «Change your portfolio and talk about it» (heat)
− «Use your brand to sell new products» (white-label offer PV)
− «Enlarge your market by using new channels» (offers within the same regulation scheme)
− «Use existing competencies for new business» («Direktvermarktung»)
− «Widen your value chain» («Mieterstrom»)
− «Develop your own projects» (subsidiary for renewable projects)
− «Destroy your business model» (not executed)

− Be aware, that not everything will work out and you might lose money, e.g., your offer is to 
early, you do not have an USP, you do not scale up fast enough or because of new 
regulation

Energy performance contracting
Hansjörg Sidler | Siemens

Overview of business models driving the German energy market
Christian Fejér | Engie



Recommended Readings
Bürkler, René; Moser, Christoph (2021): Nachhaltige Wettbewerbsfähigkeit dank 

Trendmanagement. In: Organisator, 2021.

EBP (2021): Szenarien der Elektromobilität in der Schweiz – Update 2021. Energienachfrage der 
Elektro- und H2-Personenwagen. Zürich.

Energie Zukunft Schweiz (2020): Abrechnungslösungen für den Eigenverbrauch von Solarstrom. 
Eine Übersicht für Projektentwickler und Bauherren. Update. Unter Mitarbeit von Sandra 
Probst, Lukas von Känel und Lars Konersmann. Basel.

EnergieSchweiz (2017): Solarstrom-Eigenverbrauch Optimieren. Handbuch. Unter Mitarbeit von 
Swissolar. Ittigen, Bern.

EnergieSchweiz (2018): Solarstrom Eigenverbrauch. Neue Möglichkeiten für Mehrfamilienhäuser 
und Areale. Unter Mitarbeit von Energie Zukunft Schweiz. Ittigen.

EnergieSchweiz (2019): Leitfaden Eigenverbrauch. Ittigen.

Faure, Didier: The Energy Performance Contract (EPC): an excellent tool for our energy
transition. In: Smart Energy Portal 2021.

Gassmann, Oliver; Frankenberger, Karolin; Csik, Michaela (2013): The St. Gallen Business Model 
Navigator. Working Paper. St.Gallen.

Gassmann, Oliver; Frankenberger, Karolin; Csik, Michaela (2014): The Business Model Navigator. 
55 Models that will revolutionise your Business. München.

Grichnik, Dietmar; Brettel, Malte; Koropp, Christian; Mauer, René; Ahmad, Nael (2017): 
Entrepreneurship. Unternehmerisches Denken, Entscheiden und Handeln in innovativen 
und technologieorientierten Unternehmen. Stuttgart.

Grichnik, Dietmar; Hess, Manuel; Probst, Diego; Antretter, Torben; Pukall, Britta (2020): Startup 
Navigator. Guiding your entrepreneurial journey. London.

Klinke, Sandra (2018): Energy Service Contracting: An Economic Perspective. Dissertation. 
Neuchâtel.

Klinke, Sandra; Farsi Mehdi; Jakob Martin; Reiter Ulrich (2016): Analysis of framework conditions
of energy performance contracting (EPC) in Switzerland. Contracting the Gap: Energy 
Efficiency Investments and Transaction Costs. Ittigen.

Löbbe, Sabine; Hackbarth, André (2017): Geschäftsmodelle in der Energiewirtschaft. Ein 
Kompendium von der Methodik bis zur Anwendung. Reutlingen (Reutlinger 
Diskussionsbeiträge zu Marketing & Management, 03).

Opitz, Christian (2018): (Mega-)Trends/Stadtwerk 2025. Unter Mitarbeit von Tiffany Germann. 
Kompetenzzentrum Energy Management (ior/cf-HSG). St.Gallen.

Osterwalder, Alexander; Pigneur, Yves; Clark, Tim (Hg.) (2010): Business model generation. A 
handbook for visionaries, game changers, and challengers. Hoboken.

Swisspower (Hg.) (2019): Stadtwerk 2025. Strategische Positionierung in Zeiten des Wandels. 
Unter Mitarbeit von Christian Opitz, Tiffany Germann, Orlando Gehrig und Luise Letzner. 
Bern.

Whitlock, Robin (2020): Microgrid Solutions in Australia: An Interview with Maxine Ghavi of
ABB (Renewable Energy Magazine).



Impressions



Personal contacts:

Dr. Christian Opitz
Academic Director

christian.opitz@unisg.ch
+41 (0)71 224 2686

Tiffany Germann
Research Associate

tiffany.germann@unisg.ch
+47 (0)71 224 3056

Organization
The Competence Center Energy Management (ior/cf-HSG) of the University of St.Gallen deals 

with strategic issues in the fields of energy and sustainability. It offers applied research, continuing 
education courses, congresses and conferences as well as various services related to these topics. 
In addition to consulting projects, these can include studies and expert reports that incorporate 

the latest research insights.
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